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Abstract 

Title:  Helping College Students to Manage Stress: A Human Centered Smartphone 

Application for Stress Relief 

Author: Saad Almesalm  

Major Advisor: Lucas Stephane, Ph. D. 

This dissertation represents a Human Centered Design research to evaluate the 

perception and handling of stress. To successfully evaluate this research, an iOS 

smartphone application was developed. This research includes five HCD stages: 

identify needs, research/analysis, design, evaluation and delivery. The importance 

of this topic was revealed when we realized that stress can affect students internally 

and externally. We started with understanding the topic and gathering information 

about stressed students specifically in college.  

We created an ontology representing the causes of stress based on previous studies. 

The ontology includes three main factors: Academic, Social, and Personal/Family 

stress.  In addition, the ontology helped us understand and conduct our first survey 

to figure out the possible causes of stress FIT students face. The findings indicated 

that stress exists for FIT campus students, enabling us to move to the next stages. 
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Motivation is introduced as a key solution for stressed students. We believe that 

motivation could help students to get going, to perform better, and to achieve 

academic results. The idea of usability and its importance and goals were 

introduced and System Usability Scale tests were performed.  

The first iteration includes the paper mock up showing a set of pictures of the 

application. The second iteration consists of designing an application, creating 

workflow, system sequence diagrams and prototyping the application.  

The third iteration finalizes the findings of usability testing. This is important to 

complete before implementing the application. Building an iOS application 

requires two tools: X-code and Swift. Finally, two methods are used to evaluate the 

application. Diary method and usability testing are performed to evaluate the 

efficiency and usefulness of the application. Also, user behavior is vital to evaluate, 

therefore, the final survey includes usage, usefulness, efficiency, and assessment 

features. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The term stress comes from the Latin stringere, which means, “to draw tight”. It is 

known that stress is the silent killer since it leads to mental disorders such as 

depression, heart disease and many other diseases (Lehnardt, 2017). Stress is 

defined as “a negative emotional, cognitive, behavioral and physiological process 

that occurs as a person tries to adjust to or deal with stressors” (Prabu, 2015). 

Stressors are defined as “circumstances that disrupt, or threaten to disrupt, 

individuals’ daily functioning and cause people to make adjustments” (Prabu, 

2015). 

Feeling stressed is a serious matter. It makes students unhappy and it does not 

allow them to enjoy their lives. In fact, it leads them to react irrationally toward 

specific events; it could break up relationship between couples, friends or any other 

type of relationships. It is important to know that students handle stress differently. 

Some of them can cope with stress faster and more efficiently while others face 

more difficulties. Furthermore, gender differences play a very important role with 
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stress. For example, males with high levels of stress are more likely than females to 

act aggressively or to abuse drugs or alcohol (Lehnardt, 2017). Also, graduate 

female students are more likely to suffer from stress and depression (Alexander, 

2017). 

More specifically, students generally do not really understand their limits to 

manage stress and the outcomes of not handling stress in an efficient way making 

students hopeless, unable to fulfill their academic duties, discouraged, frustrated, 

spiritless, or disappointed. When a person feels stressed, everything surrounding 

him/her is felt as negative such as parents, friends, or valuable things he/she owns. 

Also, a stressed person can harm people around him since stress affects both the 

mind and the body (Lehnardt, 2017).  

According to an investigation of worried youngsters, almost every teenager in the 

United States has felt some kind of stress, and numerous are stressed out 

(TeenHelp, 2016). Furthermore, as evidence of the neglected way of high school 

stress, it is evaluated that around 10 % of all teens experience the ill effects of an 

anxiety disorder (TeenHelp, 2016). Surely, stress is not always negative; it could be 

positive and healthy in some situations. Also, stress is only unhealthy when it is 

excessive (Lehnardt, 2017). This research aims to answer the following questions: 

• What are the possible causes of stress (academic, personal/family, social)? 

• To what extent does stress affect students? 
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• How do male and female students perceive stress? 

• How do male and female students cope with stress? 

• How can a stress relief smartphone application help reduce/manage stress in 

students? 

• How can a smartphone application be used to reduce/manage stress in students? 

Problem Statement 

One of the problems faced by college students is their inability to cope with stress. 

The result of this is that students suffer academically, socially and personally. The 

purpose of this research is to reduce/relief stress in students by providing two smart 

HCD features that are time management systems, and social support systems.  

Cognition and Emotion 

Certainly stress affects students cognitively, emotionally and physically. The more 

students take care of stress, the healthier their lives they will be. Stress impairs 

cognition and has a massive impact on emotion. Furthermore, it lowers students’ 

confidence making them feel unwilling to do things or discouraging them from 

exploring or experiencing life in college. Negative body feedback as well as 
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negative thoughts impact attention allocation for dealing with a given task, thus 

lowering performance (Wells, Mathews, 1994). 

Many studies have also shown that students find it difficult to shift their attention 

from one task to another when they are stressed out. They may have memory 

deficits when the body is stressed by releasing too much cortisol, which can lead to 

depression in the long run. Obviously when students are under stress, their 

cognitive performance will be degraded and sometimes students do irrational things 

because they are stressed out (The Doctor, 2018). Below are several possible points 

showing the effect of stress in students (Cohen, 2017): 

• Students may feel frustrated when waiting for something. They may lose 

control when concentrating on something. 

• Students tend to forget things easily and they think of negative things 

repeatedly. 

• Students get discouraged and talk negatively about themselves, which makes it 

hard for them to make a decision. 

• Students often do not obtain the amount of sleep that they need. As a result of 

this, they lose energy and they become lazy and unable to finish their work. 
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• Students have mood swings, which means that their mood will change from 

being happy to sad to probably angry. 

How do male and female students handle stress in 

general?  

Both male and female students perceive stress in a different way. In fact, between 

males and females, there is a difference in each individual on how they perceive 

stress. Therefore, stress cannot be perceived the same and it has to be measured and 

examined differently. It is not only the perception difference here on both genders; 

it is also the impact on each one of them.  For instance, male students are not as 

emotional as female students. In case of emotional trauma, female students are 

more affected than male students. However, both male and female students can 

handle stress very tactfully by adopting and developing a healthy life style and by 

preparing themselves to cope with the stress of everyday life. Some suggestions to 

live a healthy and stress-free life are given below such as (TNN, 2017, Managing 

Stress, 2017) 

• Enjoy healthy activities. 

• Make it a routine to do exercise and aerobics. 
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• Eat healthy and nutritious food. 

• Avoid the use of alcohol and drugs. 

• Stay positive and handle situations tactfully. 

• Develop the skills to express your feelings. 

• Keep yourself organized. 

• Learn to manage time. 

• Maintain good communication with your friends and family. 

Types of Stress 

It is vital that students distinguish between types of stress for various reasons. First, 

it makes them aware of what happens around them; in other words it is not 

something new to them (Cohen, 2017). Second, it helps them how to act and react 

toward certain events by recognizing the symptoms of stress. Finally, 

communication is another crucial aspect; students communicate better once they 

learn how to manage their stress. According to the American Psychological 

Association there are three types of stress (Miller, Smith, 2015): 
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Acute Stress  is the most common type students have and it is short term. “It 

comes from demands and pressures of the recent past and anticipated demands and 

pressures of the near future” (Miller, Smith, 2015). Most students recognize this 

stress because it does not take much time to develop. Overdoing things that are 

beyond their limits leads to acute stress and causes some symptoms including 

distress, stomach pain, and headaches. Also, acute stress can be treated and 

managed more easily. 

Episodic Acute Stress  This sort of stress comes when students suffer from 

acute stress. In other words students who suffer more frequently from acute stress 

are more likely to have EAS. It is related students as taking too many demands 

without being able to organize themselves for dealing with the pressure. As a result 

of having EAS, students lose their interpersonal skills and need to see professionals 

before it aggravates.  

Chronic Stress  is different from the above types and it makes students suffer 

miserably. Basically it destroys their minds and even leads them to think of suicide. 

Chronic stress develops in when students have no hope or see no way out and it 

lasts for a long periods of time. 
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Conclusion 

Generally when students face stressors that disrupt the resulting states of mental 

and emotional strain are known as stress. There are three types of stress: acute, 

episodic acute, and chronic stress. Acute stress comes from recent past and 

anticipated demands, students who suffer frequent acute stress are more likely to 

have episodic acute stress and chronic stress destroy the mind as well as it guides to 

thinking of suicide. Nearly every American teenage student has felt some kind of 

stress. Further, when stressed males are more likely to behave aggressively and to 

abuse drug or alcohol compared to females (Neighmond, 2013). 

Stress affects students cognitively, emotionally and physically, for example, feeling 

frustrated, forgetting things, negative thinking, low self-esteem, lack of sleep and 

laziness resulted from that and mood swings (happy to sad) are few of those effects, 

which can be underlined. In this study, it was expected to answer the following 

questions: Causes of stress? The extents to, which stress affects students? Gender 

differences in perceiving and dealing with stress, how can a stress relief 

smartphone application help and use to reduce/manage stress in students?  
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Chapter 2 

State of the Art: Introduction 

This chapter discusses the question “What is the current situation with students 

having stress?” along with other questions. Stress can impair students’ knowledge 

by making them worry too much about exams or assignments. Being stressed 

during teens age years is not totally new to our societies. Generally teens know 

about stress, but the issue here is not only to recognizing stress, but also how to 

deal with it. This is why our society should be concerned with this matter. The 

various causes of stress and the incremental number of teens being stressed 

emphasize and prove that teens need to be aware of stress and how to deal with the 

possible causes of stress in order to avoid irrational actions.  

More and more universities in the U.S. currently have counseling centers for 

students to promote the best academic success and to solve emotional issues 

students might run into (TCS, 2016). For instance, Florida Institute of Technology 

(FIT) provides counseling services on campus for registered students. This center 

assists FIT students to know themselves better, manage stress, understand their lack 
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of self-confidence, and other stress related issues. Students need to schedule an 

appointment at the center and they are able to choose either an individual 

counseling or a group counseling. 

How is technology used in this area? Rationale for a 

Smartphone Application  

Smartphones have become more important than ever before especially for students. 

I personally see many students daily on-campus having smartphones and the 

percentage of students having smartphones increases. Pew Research Center stated 

that, “64% of American adults now own a smartphone of some kind” and “15% of 

Americans ages 18-29 are heavily dependent on a smartphone for online access” 

(Smith, 2015). 

Smartphones are called small PCs because users can do many functions similar to 

using their own laptop or desktop. What makes smartphones so great are the 

various and useful applications that users utilize and benefit from. Another reason 

of why smartphones are great is the idea of shifting from paper based to paper-

based apps. For instance, students in college use binders to organize their material, 

but now smartphones offer various applications for students to organize their notes. 

This proves that apps replace or complement the paper-based student tools and 
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provide a technology base from which students could gain more advantages. 

Obviously there are many benefits students gain when using smartphones. First, by 

organizing daily schedules, students can use smartphones to record and to 

remember assignments. Second, in college life almost everything has become part 

of the mobile environment, which means regular phones enable users to 

communicate, but smartphones expand the ability to let students communicate in 

different ways including email and instant chatting. Third, smartphones can be used 

anywhere and students need time to enjoy and refresh their minds. Based on these 

observations and on our General Stress Survey conducted at FIT with 112 of 

participants, we believe that the students at FIT could use smartphone assistance for 

improving their time management. In addition, smartphones could also support in a 

useful way their social communication while they are away from home. We have 

selected three smartphone applications to be analyzed:  

• Google Calendar 

• Eventful 

• iOS Calendar 
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What is the purpose of each application? 

Google Calendar is the first smartphone application selected in this paper, which 

has been available on smartphones for a much longer period of time. It is available 

for both Android and iOS users and its purpose is to assist users in effective time 

management. The application comes with the right amount of information that can 

be used in daily, monthly, and for required time periods. On the other hand, 

Eventful calendar smartphone application is also a useful app that was developed to 

serve the purpose of communicating about events on the campuses. This 

application was online on Brown University website and developed for Harvard 

undergraduates. iOS calendar is designed for business and personal use and it has 

unique features such as adding events from email, using Siri for custom calendar, 

and scheduling appointments in minutes (Nield, 2015). 

How does each application work?  

Google and iOS Calendar is as simple as any calendar application, allowing the 

users to choose specific colors with respect to time and date. Secondly, information 

can be inserted and updated by users. Third, a user can synchronize the information 

on the web and smartphone at the same time. On the other hand, Eventful worked 

by enlisting the events on campuses and would give information and dates of 
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commencement of each event. Second, it provides the opportunity to search and 

filter specific events with respect to searched items. iOS calendar runs on any apple 

operating systems. Users can create, edit, share and customize their important 

events. Also, it enables users to invite friends or share a specific event.  

Why does each application have specific features?  

As noted above, calendar smartphone applications have certain distinctive features, 

which make them different. One of the most notable features of Google and iOS 

Calendar is its generality that is quite different from Eventful that was developed 

only for the specific target market of the “Harvard undergraduates”. Google 

Calendar serves the purpose of the traditional calendar, but it is also equipped with 

innovative features and attributes that make it a comfortable and useful smartphone 

application (Mitroof, Parker, 2015). iOS calendar can be used by all people that 

almost the same as Google calendar. On the other hand, Eventful is focused on 

informing and communicating users about news about events and functions on 

campuses (Cunningham, 2015). It reveals that all calendars smartphone 

applications are different and serve the different purposes. 
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What can time management apps be improved? 

Based on these smartphone applications, a specific application may be improved in 

terms of campus student usage. It is possible that Google and iOS calendar may be 

filled with excessive events and in this case, the weekly view of the calendar is too 

filled to develop understanding. Thus, information on calendar becomes too 

cluttered and therefore may be confusing. Thus, information in the calendar gets 

less meaningful for users. Secondly, Google calendar is not available for iPad as it 

just supports iPhone along with Android smartphones.  

On the other hand, Eventful shut down within a year of its opening and in words of 

its co-founder, the application has not been generating much money to sustain its 

operations (Brain, 2016). Efforts to draw in money were not aligned with money 

generated from it; therefore, the application had to shut down. Thus, low 

sustainability prospects were negative aspects of the application. 

Why are not they helpful enough for students?  

It cannot be said that they are not helpful for students because both calendars 

smartphone applications are useful for students. Although, eventful smartphone 

application was closed, it was useful for students because it was providing them 

information about the events on campuses as shown in figure 1 
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Figure 1 Eventful Calendar (Google.com) 

However, it was not helpful for developers because of its lack of sustainability. On 

the other hand, Google Calendar and iOS calendar are useful for students but it 

should introduce new features to make it user-friendlier for students. As in the 

drawbacks of the application, it is found that the interface of the applications may 

be cluttered in the weekly view as shown in figure 2.  Therefore, more efficient 

features appealing to students should be specified and implemented.  
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Figure 2 iOS and Google Calendar (Google.com) 

Literature Review 

Some parents tend to express to their children that college is great and the 

experience they had themselves was wonderful without telling them many details 

related to what they personally struggled with during their studies. Obviously, they 

want to give a good image of college and this is acceptable to some extent. But 
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today college life is different and some teens are stressed just with the thought of 

attending college.  

The first year in college can be the most stressful year for students due to various 

events that could occur including competition with other students for grades or 

being afraid of AIDS and many other things (Jaschik, 2015). To better understand 

how to prevent students from facing stress alone, ontology has been created to 

understand where the causes of stress come from. Based on previous studies, I 

investigated the causes of stress based on previous studies and I categorized them 

into three groups: Academic, Social and Personal/Family. Also, I gathered the most 

important points that are relative to each factor causing stress in students as shown 

in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 Ontology of Stress Causes 

Academic Stress 

The main goal for students going to college is to succeed academically. They need 

to earn a degree with an excellent achievement, but let’s state some questions: 

What if the students expect to earn a good grade, but they do not? What if the cost 
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of tuition is high and they have to take more courses to graduate early, but they 

fail? Many other possibilities here could cause stress in college students.  

Academic stress occurs in many ways and students are under pressure since they 

want to prove to themselves as well as to their family that they succeed at school. 

Also, some parents push their kids to boost their GPA to be accepted at respected 

universities, which causes a lot of stress in them. Most students desire scholarship 

since it helps them save money. At the same time, some teachers criticize students 

to the point where they feel unwelcome at school. Competing with other students 

can lead to stress too.  

All these points play an important role in stress development and it is known that 

stress could lead to depression and depression could lead to suicide (Rosiek, 

Leksowski, 2016). Students want to be able to relieve stress and one way to do this 

is by understanding and knowing the possible causes of academic stress. 

Homework and Exams  are very critical to students because they prove and 

show how good or poor their academic performance is. Sometimes the assignments 

could be hard and sometimes they could be simple. In both cases students need to 

prioritize their activities to complete and submit their assignments on time. From 

our own experience, I have seen some friends who were not accepted in college 

because of their poor academic performance.  
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Course Load  can also be a reason of great stress for students. Having many 

courses in a given semester is hard to deal with well because of hurrying through to 

accomplish the objectives. Numerous students would take additional courses in 

order to graduate early. This can cause students to suffer psychologically, 

physically, socially, and educationally.  

“Increased coursework stress among students with higher academic success may be 

related to higher self expectations for maintaining their high academic standing” 

(Pfeiffer, 2001).  

Missing some Lectures  can be a matter of enormous stress for some students. 

At times it happens that students miss the lectures for some reason or another. It 

becomes then extremely difficult for them not only to catch up with the other 

students, but also to comprehend and understand those particular lectures due to 

which they become victims of stress. Also, students feel that missing lectures may 

result in their failure, which also causes more stress.  

External Factors play an important role in academic stress. In fact, students do 

not know how to manage and maintain their good grades because of other activities 

unrelated to schoolwork. For example, playing video games, watching TV or 

surfing the web could harm students’ grades only if they do not manage these 

activities well. In most cases, some students spend too much time in such activities 
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and less time on the schoolwork. These results in being stressed especially during 

the finals and most likely lower their academic performance. 

Part-time jobs  can be another major reason of stress for many students. There 

are many students that need to work while they go to college. Some of them need to 

work keeping in mind that they have to ensure their educational expenses. This can 

complicate even more their academic life and academic related stress. Most of the 

times students need to work late at night and after that do not have sufficient energy 

and time to study and this can badly affect their academic performance and grades. 

Being concerned about financial issues, grades and academic performance can be a 

massive stressor in their academic lives. “More time spent at work can encroach on 

time otherwise available for studying” (Pfeiffer, 2001). As one can see, one stressor 

can bring about another stressor to happen in a chain reaction.  

Social Stress 

Students are naturally social and this could be positive or negative. It is positive 

once they know and understand how to deal with social activities. Social stress is 

an important factor that leads to depression and it can come from various activities. 

It could come from friends, bullying, a new relationship, or alcohol and drugs. 

Social stress increases the fear of relationships with others and the social 

environment in general.  
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Friends  play a very important role in social stress. They could contribute in both 

relieving stress and increasing it. For example, female teens tend to be competitive 

with one another, which makes the situation very stressful. Sometimes this sort of 

competition is not desirable. Also, female expectations are very high, so they 

expect their friends to read their minds and provide them with immediate help. 

Friendship needs to be healthy and teens in general do not really understand how to 

balance their relationships.  

Bullying  is a serious matter that can destroy a student’s life. It can lower or 

severely erode confidence and make one feel unhappy. Bullying occurs when 

someone feels forced to accept or do things more than once for other people. It 

starts from home to anywhere a student goes to, it could come from parents, 

friends, professors, or anyone else in the society. There are many forms that 

bullying can come in, such as calling by an undesired name, by teasing too much, 

by physically hurting or by being threatened.   

A new relationship  is another factor that causes stress among students. Giving 

up on old friends and making new friends/relationships on their new campus can be 

highly stressful. “Giving up or changing new friendships and developing new ones 

is often a stressful activity associated with college life” (Pfeiffer, 2001). It is a 

matter of stress because students find it difficult to find someone they can trust, 
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with whom they can share their feelings and from whom they could get emotional 

support. 

Alcohol and Drugs  Many students start consuming alcohol or drugs in order to 

get rid of stress. They consider it as a way to reduce their tensions but actually the 

intake of alcohol or drugs can make problems even worse, putting their physical 

and mental health at more risk. The temporary usage for eliminating their stress 

often goes for longer periods generating accustomedness and addiction through 

repeated usage. 

Personal and Family Stress 

Even a family can be a major factor that causes stress in students. There are many 

families who put a large amount of stress on students by letting them know that 

they have to achieve good grades. There are a few students who are the first to go 

to school in their families, which can put a lot of stress on a person. Families will 

remind the teens of this regularly, especially if they are not successfully in their 

studies.  

There are many families who do not provide support to their children whether it is 

moral, emotional or financial, due to which students often lose their confidence and 

become victims of massive stress. These chronic stressful experiences can damage 

students’ brains as well as have a negative impact on their academic performance. 
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As stated by Fish and Chew (Pariat, Rynjah, Kharjana, 2014), student’s learning 

capacity and scholarly achievements were influenced by family problems. 

Therefore, the support of the family can play a critical role in the academic life of 

an individual. A supportive family can help students in healthy growth of mind and 

in flourishing personally as well as academically.  

Parent Divorce  is linked with poor functioning of students. The connection 

between parental divorce and student stress is very obvious as it results in major 

changes in their lives. These stressful changes in circumstances result in lower self-

esteem and poor performance in studies. Students from divorced families are more 

likely to be a victim of social, emotional and academic hardships (Darling, McWey, 

Howard, Olmstead, 2007).  

Financial Struggles  Some families fail to provide financial support to teens due 

to financial hardships, which put a great deal of stress on teens. They find it very 

difficult to manage their personal and educational expenses on their own. Lack of 

financial support forces them to find a part time job, which becomes even more 

challenging and stressful for them to cope with and perform well in their academics 

(Pfeiffer, 2001). 

(MarksJarvis, 2015) Highlights that there are numerous students who need to work 

while they are going to school with a specific end goal to pay for their expenses. 
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Typically, students need to work late in the evening and thus do not have sufficient 

energy for studying efficiently. This can be unsafe for students as organizing over 

their budget issues and grades can be a massive stressor in their academic life. 

Self Esteem  Having low self-esteem can contribute to increase the level of stress 

in students. There could be several reasons of having low self-esteem such as 

parental divorce, lack of support from the family, financial hardships and poor 

personal relationships. The victims of low self-esteem eventually start keeping 

themselves isolated from the society. They do not socialize anymore with people 

and hesitate to share their problems with others. They find it extremely difficult to 

collaborate and cooperate with their peers even for the purpose of learning, which 

can ultimately result in poor academic performance. 

What could academic, social and personal/family stress 

lead to? 

Students turn to drugs because of academic stress. This happens when a student is 

supposed to finish and complete her/his academic work, but he/she cannot. Some of 

them believe that one way to get their work completed is by turning to abuse 

prescription assuming that it relieves the stress away and helps them focus more. 
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“In the past, I’ve turned to drugs that help me focus. It’s always been fairly easy to 

acquire.  

Mostly everyone has a friend who has a prescription that’s willing to share, and if 

that’s not the case, then there are multiple safe hubs around campus to ask around 

for both legal and illegal substances,” Frid said (Hubbard, 2014).  

Social stress can lead to abnormal emotional volatility, insomnia, sleep difficulty or 

nightmares, lack of the ability to concentrate, drop in grades and other activities of 

life, eating problems, unexplained fear, increased anxiety, isolation from peer, 

family and social activities, various health issues such as headaches and 

stomachaches and consumption of alcohol, drugs and medicines. Long-term stress 

is considered as a burnout, which is more dangerous. This includes doing activities 

unwillingly, being unmotivated for work, feeling lost or lacking in emotion 

(Reachout, 2018). All these can severely affect students and in many cases when it 

becomes difficult for students to cope with these stressors they may decide even to 

give up their lives and try to commit suicide.   

Family is considered as strongest factors impacting the personality because of a 

student because it gives confidence, motivation and inspiration to move on and 

struggle for best things in life. Family should be considered as a source of 

happiness, satisfaction and pleasure. As the time has passed, there are many 
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problems that have arisen in society due to family conflicts and disruption. No 

doubt that family in one’s life cannot be ignored and it is obvious that disturbed 

family life leads to stress and difficulties in the life of teen students. Family 

problems and issues are given priority while researching the issues of stress in the 

younger generation. There are many issues including conflicts between parents; 

regular fights, shouting on the spouse, alcoholic parent, and separation between the 

couple that lead to stressful and complex lives for teens. Even some parents in 

normal families also generate stress in the lives of their teens (American Academy, 

2005).  

Lower self-esteem can take teens to dangerous levels of stress. The reasons behind 

lower self-esteem are situations like family problems, parent divorce and failed 

relationships with friends and girlfriends or boyfriends. The support from family 

can increase the level of self-esteem and give confidence to teens to move further 

in society. The students suffering from esteem problems are not able to cope with 

society and gradually they end up sitting alone in schools and other public places. 

They develop the sense of loneliness and find themselves nervous and confused 

while in public (Pfeiffer, 2001). 
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How to relief academic, social and personal/family 

stress? 

Many suggested solutions of how to relief or reduce academic, social and 

personal/family stress: 

• Time management is very important to all students. The more students manage 

their time, the better they will succeed in their endeavors. 

• Course load, students should be advised not to take too many courses if they 

cannot handle it, more particularly those who have part time jobs.   

• Use of school resources. Students are recommended to utilize professors as a 

main resource. Also, getting help from a peer tutor is highly recommended.  

• Other activities that are not related to school such as watching TV or playing 

video games need to be in balance.   

• Social support - “Social support is helpful because it provides the individual 

with feedback, validation, and a sense that one can master one’s environment” 

(Pfeiffer, 2001).  

• Stay positive and develop problem solving and coping skills. 
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• Development of the ability to express feelings properly. 

• Healthy eating habits and exercises. 

• Socializing and spending quality time (Collingood, 2015).  

Solution 

There could be many solutions to be provided for stressed students, however, I 

intend to gather and collect strategies that are more relative to students issues and 

integrate them into one solution. To better understand how I came up with the 

solution, I have read articles, books and journals on how students could relieve and 

manage stress and I have checked applications in the App Store to know how far I 

can go with my solution and to compare my solution with other existing ones. The 

two main questions I had in mind, which helped me to come up with a purposeful 

solution, are: 

• What could academic, social, and personal/family stress lead to? 

• How can students manage/relieve stress? 
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Conclusion 

Due to the fact that the majority of American adults owns a smartphone and 

smartphone applications allow them to organize their schedules, help to record and 

remember assignments, allow to communicate in different ways (e-mail, instant 

chatting) and allow students to free up their minds in almost anywhere they want, 

two applications namely Google Calendar and Eventful were used to answer the 

last question which mentioned above. Google Calendar assists users in effective 

time management by allowing users to fill information related to their schedules, 

while Eventful communicates about events on campuses. Though these 

applications have their own unique disadvantages both applications are useful for 

students in time management (Mitroof, Parker, 2015,Cunningham, 2015). 

The causes of stress can be categorised into three main groups namely Academic, 

Social and Personal/Family. There are few possible causes of academic stress, 

homework, exams, course load, missing some lectures, external factors and part-

time jobs. Social stress can come from friends, bullying, a new relationship or 

drugs/alcohol. Personal/Family stress can cause from divorced parents, financial 

struggles and low self-esteem.  

These three types of stress can lead to many other consequences. Academic stress 

can lead to abuse of drugs and alcohol. Due to the fact that some students believe 
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that using drugs reduces the stress and allow them to focus more. Social stress can 

lead to abnormal emotional volatility, insomnia, sleep difficulty or nightmares, lack 

of the ability to concentrate, drop in grades and other activities of life, eating 

problems, unexplained fear, increased anxiety, isolation from peer, family and 

social activities, various health issues such as headaches and stomach-aches and 

consumption of alcohol, drugs and medicines.  

Situations like family problems, parent divorce and failed relationships with friends 

can lead to a lower self-esteem. People with lower self-esteem, develop a sense of 

loneliness and find themselves nervous and confused while in public. 

Many researchers suggested solutions for academic, social and personal/family 

stress such as time management, taking manageable number of courses, utilizing 

the professor and getting help from a peer teacher, keeping other activities (playing 

games, watching TV) in balance, social support, staying positive and developing 

solving and coping skills, developing skills to express feelings, developing healthy 

eating habits and daily exercise and socialising. 
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Chapter 3 

Motivation and College Students: Introduction 

Motivation is an internal behavior or a process, which triggers behavior and 

provides directions to the behavior. Motivation helps people to move forward, but 

without a desire motivation does not work. Motivation plays an important role in 

various areas for example in a modern-day workplace, employers are more focused 

toward hiring a motivated person and keep employees as motivated as possible 

since motivated employees perform better than the unmotivated ones. Moreover, 

motivated students have the ability to achieve better academic results compared to 

the demotivated ones, which is why teachers try to motivate their students in order 

to guide them to an enjoyable learning and better grades.  

Though the concept of motivation would seem like an easy concept to understand, 

it’s actually a complex concept due to the fact that there are many different factors 

which shape and guide human motivation. In this chapter, I attempt to answer the 

following questions; What is motivation? What types of motivation are there? What 

is the importance of motivation? What is the purpose of motivation? By appraising 
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the literature. Additionally, this chapter reviews the theoretical approaches to study 

motivation by looking at the classical motivation studies and their objectives. 

There is a general agreement among scholars that motivation plays a crucial role in 

academic achievements especially in higher education. The findings of a research 

study claims that the desire for learning seems to shrink as individuals grow from 

childhood to adulthood (Lumsden, 1994). A review of relevant literature indicates 

and shows that several attempts have been made to define motivation in general 

and in particular academic motivation.  

What is Motivation?  

 (Guay, Chanal, Ratelle, Marsh, Larose, Boivin, 2010) explain motivation as the 

“reasons underlying behavior” and (Lai, 2011) refers to it as a psychological 

process, which enables an individual to act in a way whereby unsatisfied needs are 

met. In a clear way (Broussard, Garrison, 2004) define motivation as the attribute 

that allows individuals not to aim for something or to aim for something and 

achieve it. In (Kostelecky, Hoskinson, 2005), the researchers refer to motivation as 

“an internal state or condition that activates, guides, and maintains or direct 

behavior.” 

In relation to academic pursuit, motivation has been defined as “enjoyment of 

school learning characterized by a mastery orientation, curiosity, persistence, task-
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endogeny, and the learning of challenging, difficult, and novel tasks” (Gottfried, 

1990). However, Turner has a different view (Turner, 1995). According to him, 

academic motivation is the voluntary application of top-notch self-regulated 

learning techniques such as being attentive, connected, focused, and inquisitive. By 

this definition, (Turner, 1995) considers academic motivation to be the same as 

cognitive rational capacity as against Gottfried’s definition, which regards 

academic motivation as non-rational/cognitive with its peculiarities such as beliefs, 

perceptions, and attitudes.  

All these attempts to defining motivation appears to highlight some important 

concepts such as beliefs, attentiveness, values, connection, individual interests, 

persistence, inquisitiveness, perceptions, and actions. A collection of all these 

concepts points to the fact that to be motivated implies that an individual is moved 

to aspire to achieve a goal. Motivation gets people going. It stirs up curiosity and 

interest. Motivation promotes lifetime learning, which is why educators often find 

ways to turn the unwillingness to learn to some curiosity or desires to learn or to 

achieve a goal. When an individual lacks the urge or an inspiration to act toward a 

desired goal, s/he is said to be unmotivated but there are different types of 

motivation and it is obvious that individuals have different types of motivation, but 

also different amounts of motivation (Ryan, Deci, 2000). The distinctions between 

the types of motivation provided by empirical findings have offered important 
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insights into how best to improve both the “developmental and educational 

practices” (Ryan, Deci, 2000).  

Types, Importance, Purpose of Motivation: 

(Deci, Ryan, 19985) identified two types of motivation i.e. intrinsic motivation and 

extrinsic motivation based on the different goals or motives that led to an action. 

Intrinsic motivation is where an individual feels comfortable doing something 

because it is simply interesting or there is inherent enjoyment in doing it. On the 

other hand, extrinsic motivation means engaging in something simply because 

doing so leads to some consequences or outcomes that are separable (Ryan, Deci, 

2000). The tendency of humans to perform some certain activities occurs because 

there is the understanding that there exist some known external rewards of 

whatever forms whether tangible such as money or intangible such as 

commendations, fame, and good grades amounts to extrinsic motivation (Brown, 

2007). 

(Karageorghis, Terry, 1969) claims that "Motivation can come from the outside, 

such as the motivation to win medals, receive financial rewards, and attract 

attention from the media. This is known as external, or extrinsic motivation 

because it involves participation in sport for some kinds of rewards that is external 

to the process of participation."  While extrinsic motivation can improve human 
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motivation in many instances, research findings claim that this is not always certain 

or sufficient. In the report of a classic experiment conducted by (Lepper, Greene, 

Nisbett, 1973) the authors claim that offering excessive rewards may diminish 

intrinsic motivation for activities that were previously found to be inherently 

interesting or enjoyable. The findings by (Lepper, Greene, Nisbett, 1973) appear to 

agree with a later study (Stipek, 1996), where the research reported, “the benefits of 

extrinsic rewards tend to decay over time.”  

An individual that is intrinsically motivated is moved to do something for the sake 

of the enjoyment or because of the challenge inherent in it rather than because of 

any external rewards promised or any external pressures. Researchers claim that 

intrinsic motivation is inherent in humans in their healthiest states. Humans can 

acquire and grow in skills and in knowledge but unfortunately, while individuals 

are intrinsically motivated toward some tasks, they may not be intrinsically 

motivated for some other tasks and not everyone is intrinsically motivated for any 

given activity (Ryan, Deci, 2000). Researchers have identified intrinsic motivation 

as an important tool that educators can use to enhance teaching and learning 

processes. It is a natural spring that enhances learning and academic achievement if 

it is systematically appropriated. However, if intrinsic motivation is undermined 

either by the practices of educators or parents, it could deprive the affected learners 

of “high-quality learning and creativity” (Ryan, Stiller, 1991). Literature claims 
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that extrinsic motivation is impoverished when contrasted with intrinsic motivation 

even if it appears more powerful (deCharms, 1968). However, (Deci, Ryan, 1985), 

identified a variety of extrinsic motivation and some were found to be active while 

some were found to be impoverished. For example, in carrying out activities that 

are extrinsically motivated, learners can demonstrate resistance, and disinterest, but 

on the other hand, learners can be involved in the same set of activities with a 

disposition that shows their inner acceptance of the task and, hence, demonstrate 

willingness that reflects being propelled by volition or personal desire.  

With regards to the example cited above, it is imperative that teachers understand 

how to inculcate active extrinsic motivation into their teaching skills since intrinsic 

motivation cannot always be relied on to foster learning. It is also important to note 

that to improve the teaching-learning process and especially when the activity 

teachers want their students to perform and learn are not inherently interesting, 

promoting active extrinsic motivation becomes inevitable.  

A Review of the Theoretical, Approaches to the Study 

of Motivation  

Researchers’ early interests in the study of motivation were established in studying 

the strategies that enhance extrinsic goal orientation (Stipek, 1996). Early studies in 
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this area claimed that achievements and overall behavior were controlled by 

reinforcement contingencies and different types of reinforcements – positive and 

negative were identified. While the positive reinforcements or rewards are regarded 

as the consequences that increase the chance of the occurrence of a given behavior, 

negative reinforcements are those strategies that enhance the chances of a certain 

behavior through the removal of some negative external influences. Under the 

extrinsic goal orientation, several limitations especially as they affects the teaching-

learning process have been reported and these include the findings that “rewards 

and punishments are not equally effective for all students” (Lai, 2011). 

In addition, the desired behaviors such as wanting students to be attentive or pay 

attention in class are difficult to reinforce. Stipek (Stipek, 1996) identifies the new 

motivational approaches developed to overcome the limitations of the extrinsic 

reinforcement strategy already outlined above to include Cognitive Behavior 

Modification (CBM). The CBM takes into account the fact that the impacts of 

external reward are facilitated by verbal abilities and other cognitive variables. In 

CBM, the responsibility for their own learning is vested on the leaners themselves. 

Therefore, CBM assumes that it is the responsibility of learners to monitor their 

own behavior, set end results or goals, make use of their own cognitive techniques, 

and apply the requisite rewards. The CBM approach to the study of motivation has 

been credited with the benefits of inculcating independence in the application of 
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learning strategies. While CBM allows learners the “maintenance of learning 

behaviors over time and in the transfer of learning behaviors to new ideas” (Lai, 

2011), it has been critized on the basis of allowing learners to set low performance 

standards for themselves or by rewarding themselves without any justification 

(Stipek, 1996). Further theories of motivation were propounded in quick succession 

and these include: 

1. The Self-Efficacy theory, which holds the belief that “efficacy is the major 

determinant of effort, persistence, and goal setting” (Bandura, 1982). Empirical 

findings suggest that people with higher self-efficacy appear to have more 

motivation and are successful on any given activity (Pintrich, DeGroot, 1990)  

2. Locus of Control theory (Eccles, Wigfield, 2002). This theory proposes that 

people should be more motivated to the level that they are conscious that they are 

the drivers of their own achievements and failures. This theory also relates to the 

theory of attribution, which states that the belief that people hold about themselves 

regarding what causes failure or success determines the level of motivation they 

have (Eccles, Wigfield, 2002). When people hold the belief that the cause of an 

incident is within their power to control or not, their level of motivation is impacted 

positively or negatively accordingly. Types of attributions include luck, effort, 

ability, and task.  
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While ability may be difficult to alter, effort is within the capacity of individuals to 

manipulate. Also, task and luck are two attributions that are variable and often fall 

outside the control of each person. Therefore, people who hold ability attributions 

are likely to manifest reduced motivation if they perform poorly in an activity than 

those who hold effort attributions because the later believes that putting more effort 

will increase performance in subsequent trials. According to the findings of the 

empirical study conducted by Miller & Meece (Miller, Meece, 1997), people who 

hold effort attributions appear to be more positive in their learning activities and 

they exhibit goal-setting behaviors that focus on learning to master the activity 

more than performance. Individuals with effort-oriented attributions also apply 

techniques and persistence to activities that appear tough (Stipek, 1996).   

3. The Self-Worth theory is another theory proposed to motivate people. This 

theory states that people must believe they are competent to do something to 

increase their self-worth or to acquire a feeling of competence for accomplishing a 

task (Eccles, Wigfield, 2002). 

4. Another group of theories that have been proposed for increasing motivation in 

people are Self-Determination theory, Intrinsic Motivation theory, and Expectancy-

Value theory. These three theories attempt to answer the same question on 

motivation: “Do I want to do this task and why?” (Lai, 2011). Hence, the focus of 
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these three theories centers on the values that people conceive in themselves for 

taking part in various tasks or activities.  

What Motivates students in College?  

Findings from a recent research study indicate that the reasons people apply to 

college can have a huge effect on their level of motivation and achievements 

through college. In a study conducted by (Guiffrida, Lynch, Wall, Abel, 2013) of 

the University of Rochester, the researchers attempted to “test the relationships 

between academic success and college student motivational orientation 

conceptualized from a self-determination theory (SDT)”. The findings show that 

students who were motivated to attend college by a desire for autonomy and 

competence appeared to obtain better grades throughout their years in college. The 

study also indicated that such college students demonstrated a higher level of 

persistence than other students of similar academic preparation and socioeconomic 

backgrounds.  

The researchers also reported that the effect of different motivations varied 

depending on the socioeconomic group the respondents belong. For example, high-

income college students were found to be more likely to achieve higher grades 

based on their interest in studying certain courses than low-income students. 

Though low-income college students would want to study certain courses but if 
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their motivation for applying to college was influenced by a desire to improve their 

income levels, that alone was found to be enough to impact their achievement in 

college in certain subject areas.  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, motivation refers to a process, which stirs up curiosity, interests in 

people and it also provides direction for behavior. There are two types of 

motivation namely intrinsic motivation and extrinsic motivation. Intrinsic 

motivation is where an individual feels comfortable doing something because it is 

simply interesting or there is inherent enjoyment in doing it. This is also referred to 

as motivation which comes from inside while extrinsic motivation means engaging 

in something simply because doing so leads to some consequences or outcomes 

that are separable. When humans are in their healthiest state, intrinsic motivation is 

inherent in them. Nevertheless, offering an extreme amount of rewards diminishes 

intrinsic motivation of previously enjoyable activities. Intrinsic motivation was 

identified as an important tool to enhance teaching and learning process. However, 

when teachers want their students to learn naturally uninteresting activities, 

prompting extrinsic motivation is unavoidable since intrinsic motivation can’t 

foster learning in those kinds of situations.  
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Studying the strategies that enhance extrinsic goal orientation was the focus of 

early or classical motivation studies. Those studies revealed that two types of 

reinforcement i.e. positive and negative controlled all achievement and behaviors. 

Positive reinforcements are known as the consequences that increase the chance of 

occurrence of a given behavior while negative reinforcements are known as the 

consequences that increase the chance of a certain behavior by removing the 

negative influences. These classical findings were further developed and presented 

in the Cognitive Behavior Modification (CBM). Theories such as The Self-Efficacy 

theory, Locus of Control theory, The Self-worth theory, Self-determination theory, 

Intrinsic Motivation theory, and Expectancy-value theory are few key theories that 

help to understand the concept of motivation into more details.  
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Chapter 4 

Human Centered Design: Introduction 

Chapter four annotates the research methodology of the study, as it is indicated by 

the title. In more details, this chapter describes the philosophy behind, supporting 

methods and procedures for carrying out and replicating this research. The study 

was carried out in the first two stages of HCD life-cycle namely Identifying needs, 

Research/analysis, Design, Evaluation and Delivery. In the first stage, required 

primary data to identify the user needs was collected using a questionnaire (based 

on an online survey) and the questionnaire was divided into four main sections. In 

the first section, respondents were asked about their student profile or demographic 

details such as age, gender, marital status and GPA. In the second section, 

respondents were asked about the academic-related stress. In the third section 

respondents were asked about the social stress and in the fourth section respondents 

were asked about the personal/family related stress.  

In the second stage, based on the survey two main smartphone features were 

proposed and the proposed application was prototyped using the tool JustInMind. 
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The prototyping was aided by the workflow of the application and a system 

sequence diagram. The main functions of the application with each interface are 

also described in this section. After prototyping the application the usability of the 

application was tested using a usability test (based on SUS scale). This test was 

carried out using a usability questionnaire. In the questionnaire, respondents were 

given the opportunity to review the prototype of the application and they were 

asked about the opinion about their application, graphical user interface (color, size, 

text and screen sequence), errors in the application and their suggestions for 

improving the current prototype the prototype.    

Design Strategy  

Figure 4 operates repeatedly into five stages (Identify needs, Research/analysis, 

Design, Evaluation and Delivery). In HCD, the work starts with users needs and 

requirements. Our work is related to the overall topic of suicide prevention, since it 

spans many factors such as depression, anxiety, and bullying and sexual abuse. 

However, in order to ensure a feasible and practical solution for college students, 

we decided to keep the most relevant stress contributors as presented in section first 

stage below. In order to validate the requirements for the smartphone application, 

we conducted an online survey to determine for which student group (e.g. 

freshmen, sophomore, junior and senior) our solution would be the most beneficial.  
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Another purpose of the survey was to discover the possible causes of stress at FIT 

and how both genders perceive and cope with stress. The design stage comes after 

collecting the information and getting deeper into how to solve the problem. The 

HCD lifecycle is iterative, which indicates as shown in figure 4 that HCD ensures 

sustainability in each stage. 

 

Figure 4 Human Centered Design Life Cycle 
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Figure 4 explains and shows the process of the iterative HCD life cycle (Hix, 

Hartson, 1993; Hartson, Pyla, 2012) 

First Stage 

The online survey was created as an initial method used to possibly find the 

potential causes of stress for FIT students. The survey questions were created based 

on previous studies of stress sources. The studies I have looked at including the 

causes of academic, social, and personal stress college students face. This did not 

only help to create and organize my questionnarie, but also it helped me with the 

hypothetical features and specifications of the proposed smartphone application. 

The survey was emailed to all FIT students via fitforum@lists.fit.edu on April 2, 

2016 and the number of responses varied as shown in figure 5 
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Figure 5 Responses by Day 

112 participants took the survey, 96  participants completed responses and the 

completion rate was 86%. First section  of the survey is about the students’ 

profile, which includes gender, classification in college, GPA, age, and martial 

status. It is essential to build a generic profile to identify characteristics of users and 

to categorize responses into meaningful groups. I am not sure why 23 participants 
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skipped the gender question; only 89 participants gave a complete answer. 56 of 

responses to this question are male and 33 responses indicate themselves as females 

as shown in figure 6 

 

Figure 6 Male/Female 

From the sample of 112 college students the majority were graduates (66.06%). 

14.68% were freshmen. 9.17%, 7.34% and 2.75% were respectively senior, junior 
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and sophomore. Also, participants were asked about their GPA and generally, one 

out of two students had a GPA between 3.51 and 4.0. 1 out of 4 students had a GPA 

between 3.01 and 3.5. These statistics indicate that generally, GPA value of 

students stays between 3 and 5. However, 20.08% (14.58 + 5.50) had a GPA, 

which was lower than 3.0 as shown in Figure 7 

 

Figure 7 Classification in College and GPA 
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It is important to distinguish between international and local students because both 

parties could bring their different stress factors on campus. We asked students if 

they are international or not and from the selected sample 77.78% (84 students) 

were international students and 22.22% were not international students. Age can be 

a matter when it comes to stress and as identified earlier, the majority of students 

were graduates, indicating that the majority of students were older than 21 years. 

85.58% of the students were aged more than 21 years. 7.69% aged 20 years and the 

others were aged 18 and 19 years.  

Also, marital status can play a role in stress. In fact, more than half (58.18%) of the 

respondents or college students were married and 4 out of 10 students were not 

married.  

Second section asks questions that are relevant to academic stress. For example, 

part-time jobs, more course credits, and time management are some factors that 

influence and increase stress for students in college. The majority (58.58%) of the 

students were not employed and they were full-time students. 41.12% of the 

students were employed.  Almost half of the students (49.51%) take 7-9 credits per 

semester. More than the quarter of the students (26.21%) takes 13 or more credits 

per semester. 13.59 percent take 1-3 credits, 6.80% take 10-12 credits and 3.88% 

take 4-6 credits. The highest percentage of students (42.72%) agreed with the fact 

that they manage their time for academic requirements somewhat effectively while 
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28.16% stayed at a neutral level. 1 out of every 4 students (20.39%), said that they 

manage their time very effectively. 8.74% (5.83% +2.91%) believed that they 

manage their time somewhat ineffectively or ineffectively. 

 

Figure 8 Academic Management 

Another important factor that could bring stress into student’s life academically is 

getting support for tuition. Getting support for tuition makes students less worried 
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after they graduate, therefore we asked participant if they get a finical support from 

their family. It turns out that more than three quarters (76.47%) of the students get 

the support of tuition and only 23.53% don’t.  

Also, participants were asked if they use any sort of calendars to remind them of 

schoolwork. 71.15% said that they use some sort of a calendar to remind their 

schoolwork and 28.85% said that they don’t. Google app was the most popular 

calendar among the students with a 27.63% of student users and the FIT app was 

the second best with 23.68% users. However, the majority of the students said that 

they use some calendar other than FIT and Google app. 60% of the students work 

more than 16 hours per week. Nearly one-quarter of the students (24.44%) work 6-

10 hours per week. 8.89% and 6.67% respectively work 11-15 hours and 1-5 hours 

per week. Another question participants were asked was, do you always submit 

your assignment on time?  70.87% of the students always submit their assignments 

on time. 23.30% and 3.88% of the students, respectively mostly and often submit 

their assignments on time. Therefore only 2% of the students submit sometimes. 

More than half of the students (50.98%) said that they do not prefer to study with a 

group of people. 49.02% agreed with above statement. Statements were given to 

participants and asked if they think the statements are a cause of stress. Figure 9 

explains and shows the statements and the responses to each statement.  
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Figure 9 Causes of Stress 

More than half of the students strongly agreed with the facts that they feel stressed 

when they don’t understand the materials (56.44%), when their grades are low 

(62.63%) and their exams not excellent (53%). Also respectively 29.7% and 

27.27% and 28% agreed with the above statements.  
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The other highlighting fact is that more than 70% of the students agreed to some 

extent with stress factors such as: if they feel stressed when they work on their 

assignments late, when they missed too many classes, when they don’t meet with 

their planned schedule, when their grades are low and when the exams not 

excellent. So the above-mentioned stress cause are can be considered as the main 

stress causes for the given student sample. The lowest percentage of agreement was 

reported in the statement “I feel stress when I have too much homework” Only 

45.54% (strongly agree = 17.82% + agree = 27.72%) agreed with that. Noticeably 

44.55% stayed at a neutral level.    

Third section asks questions that are related to social stress since this can be an 

issue to many students. It is essential to know where and whom students live with 

and the rationale behind this is the possibility of detecting social causes. We asked 

where they live and who do they live with. Figure 10 shows that 81.19% live off 

campus and only 18.81% live on campus. The highest percentage of students 

(47.52%) live with a roommate. 39.60% live with their family. 1 out of every 10 

students lives alone. Less than 1 % lives with a pet.  
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Figure 10 Where and who you Live with? 

Also, we wanted to know how students behave or act when they are under stress. 

Talking with someone they trust was the most preferred option taken by the 

students when they were stressed. 34.65% of the students chose that option. 1 out 

of every 5 students (20.79%) said that they spend some time alone when they were 

stressed. 18.81% said that they listen to music. The most highlighting fact here is 
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that 1.98% said that they take drugs when they are stressed and none of the students 

agreed that they drink alcohol when they are stressed. Further, 13.86% had some 

other methods to reduce their stress. Figure 11  

 

Figure 11 Actions during Stress Situation 
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Do you experience sleep issues? 

Nearly half of the students (47.52%) have sleeping issues and 52.48% have no 

sleeping issues. Those who answered “Yes” to this question were asked to provide 

more information on when they experience the sleep issues. From the students who 

had sleeping issues, 69.39% had sleeping issues regularly, 12.24% when the finals 

began and 18.37% had sleeping issues due to some other reasons. Friends can help 

increase or decrease the stress. We asked participants to give their thought on this 

statement and 88.12% (strongly agree = 36.63% + agree = 51.49%) agreed to a 

certain extent with the above statement. 9.90% stayed at a neutral level. Less than 

2% of the students disagreed with this statement. 4 out of every 5 students or as a 

percentage 80.20%, was satisfied with the relationships they have with their 

friends. 19.80% were not satisfied.  
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Figure 12 Relationship and Stress 

55.45% of the students were members of FIT organizations and 44.55% of them 

were not members of any FIT organization. 72.50% or the majority of the students 

never been pushed by their parents to graduate early. However, more than the 

quarter of the students (27.50%) were pushed by their parents.    
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Forth section  asks questions that are related to personal/family stress since this 

can be a matter to many students. We asked them if they are in a relationship or not 

and if so how strong is that relationship. 56% of the students are in a relationship 

and 44% are not in a relationship. 53.57% had a very strong relationship with their 

partner. 28.57% said that they have a strong relationship. 14.29% stayed at a 

neutral level. Noticeably 3.57% students had a very weak relationship with their 

partner. Figure 13  
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Figure 13 Status of Relationship 

4.21% and 28.42% respectively strongly agreed and agreed with the fact that they 

have a study group they usually study with. However more than 40% (27.37% + 

20%) had no study group. 63.15% of the students thought that they need to increase 

their confidence or they felt they have low in confidence. 1 out of every 10 students 

doesn’t feel that. 65.25% (12.63% + 52.63%) of the students either strongly agreed 
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or agreed with the fact that they talk to someone when making a decision. One-

quarter of the students neither agreed nor disagreed if they talk to someone when 

making a decision. Less than 10% of the students said they don’t talk to someone 

when making a decision. More than half of the students neither agreed nor 

disagreed with the fact that part-time jobs stresses them. However, 19.78% of the 

students agreed with that statement, indicating that part-time jobs are a cause of 

stress. 54.73% of the students either strongly agreed or agreed with the fact that 

they followed their budget strictly. Less than 13% of the students said that they 

don’t follow a planned budget.   
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Figure 14 Factors Lead to Personal/Family Stress 

6 out of every 10 students thought that video gameplay is a way to reduce stress 

while 4 out of 10 did not consider that playing games helps them reduce their 

stress. 88.42% of the students were aware of the fact that low self-steam contribute 

to increase the level of stress, while 12.48% were against that. 90.53% of the 

students considered their hard financial situation considered as a cause of stress. 

More than 65% of the students thought that parental divorce is a cause of stress. 3 
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out of 4 students disagree with the fact that drinking excessive alcohol reduces their 

stress while 1 out of 4 thinks that it does. 57.89% of the students think that 

relationships with friends cause stress. More than 80% of the students think that 

friends can increase or decrease stress. 

 

Figure 15 Thoughts on Stress Factors 
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It is very important to know what kind of smartphone students have. The rationale 

behind this is that we wanted to develop a smartphone application, so it was 

insightful to know what platforms do we need to develop our application in. Figure 

16 

Do you own a smartphone? 

Unsurprisingly, 96.36% of the students owned a smartphone and 3.64% did not 

own a smartphone.  

What kind(s) of smartphone(s) do you have? 

Among smartphone users, 57.69% had an Apple iPhone. Other popular brands 

among smartphone users were Samsung Galaxy, which was used by 19.23% of the 

smartphone users: HTC (2.88%), Blackberry (0.96%), MetroPCS LG (0.96%) and 

Motorola Razr (0%) were not popular brands. However, 18.27% said that they used 

some other brand of smartphones, which was not on our survey list of answers.  
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Figure 16 Smartphone and its Types 

The findings of the survey were very helpful in terms of identifying what the 

proposed solution could be and specifying what exactly needs to be accomplished 

in the future. Below are a list of what we concluded and a summary of the survey 

results: 
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• The smartphone application will be implemented on IOS systems because 

57.69% of FIT participants have iPhones 

• Graduate students will be excluded from the project. The responses obtained 

show that they are good with time management and they have no issues 

submitting their assignments on time  

• 71.15% of students use a calendar for reminders such as FIT, Google, phone 

calendar, student planner, or hand written 

• Many students at FIT feel a lot of pressure in their daily academic requirements  

• 53% of students feel stressed when exams are NOT excellent and 63.62% feel 

the same when their grades are low  

• 29 respondents out of 100 report that they cannot concentrate when their grades 

are low 

• Misunderstanding the materials, studying for an exam and working late on 

assignments are major factors that lead to stress  

• Most of participants say that they talk to someone when they are stressed 

• 52 respondents out of 101 agree that friends increase or decrease stress in 

college 
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• More than 50% of participants report that part-time jobs bring a lot of stress 

into their lives. Also, they say that they talk to someone when making a 

decision  

• 43 respondents out of 95 report that they need to increase their confidence level  

• More than 80% of respondents agree that taking more credits hours, having a 

part-time job, and missing some lectures can be a matter of enormous stress  

• 57.89% of participants say that relationships with friends can cause stress 

among students  

Second Stage 

Based on these observations and on the first survey conducted in the first stage, we 

think that students at FIT could use smartphone assistance for improving their time 

management. In addition, smartphones could also support in a useful way their 

social communication while they are away from home. We propose thus two main 

smartphone features for stress relief: time management and social support.  

Time Management 

Generally students do not know how to manage their time especially during their 

first year in college, which can put them into stressful situations. Also, students 
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need to understand the importance of priorities in terms of the most important tasks 

to be accomplished if not prioritized; these could be a major source of stress. Kelci 

stated that “time management in college does not mean getting everything done 

exactly when and how you wanted it. Time management means learning how to 

prioritize” (Lucier, 2014). 

Planning in advance is an important aspect for students, particularly with large 

projects. This turns out to be a great way for students to manage their time, which 

decreases stress. Students are advised not to do their work at the last minute 

because that can cause stress in them. Limiting other activities that are not related 

to schoolwork is another aspect that can help students with their time management. 

One way to organize time and solve management issues is to create a system that 

helps keep track of tasks. A user could enter or select both her/his mandatory and 

preferred events. Thus the proposed app helps students to organize themselves and 

reminds them their duties, but also rewards them with their preferred activities and 

events once their duties are completed. 

Social Support  

Students need personal and social connections to manage their stress in college. 

These connections might be good at one thing but less good at another thing. Your 

best friend can be asked for advise of romantic relationships because s/he has 
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enough experience, but the same friend may not really be helpful with other 

matters. College environment has a big influence on stress and if students are 

frustrated because of roommates, friends or any relationship issues, they are more 

likely to be stressed out and lose their focus on schoolwork. Sometimes college can 

impact student’s wellbeing; it shows students new challenges that they never faced 

in previous environments. Meeting new people and sometimes from a different 

country and sharing the same or different values are examples of difficult 

challenges in college. Students need to look for social support in order to manage 

their stress, but first they need to identify the sources of stress. It could be coming 

from roommates, boy/girl friends or from classmates. Also, the social involvement 

plays an essential role when it comes to managing stress in college. Once they get 

acquainted with these, it becomes so much easier to find out a solution.  

The next step is to know the users who are the most fundamental basis of design. 

Users are very important as part of the solution, therefore, having a deep 

understanding of the users helps to identify the needs, the values, and the 

limitations. A possible way to know and understand the users is by describing the 

interaction design, which is a highly important concept in HCD. It shows the 

behavior, the use, and the interaction between a user and a computer or system. 

Anticipating how a user interacts with a system and fixing problems from the early 

design phases are some gained benefits from interaction design and important 
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aspects in HCD. Three questions are created to identify and define certain behavior 

of users. (Usability, 2015) 

• Who are the users?  

• How can users interact with TUI?        

• What sort of appearance will be used (color, shape or size) to show users what 

they should do in order to get the desired need?   

Also, this stage presents the first prototype and iteration of the proposed solution. 

To provide a better and feasible design, we have to use a tool that enables us to 

prototype the proposed application. This tool is called JustInMind, which allows 

designers to do the followings: 

• Describe app interfaces with no coding needed 

• Wireframe app interfaces on a real phone 

• Define app interactions with only dragging and dropping elements (JustInMind, 

2014) 

Part of the design process is defining Tangible User Interface “TUI” which is an 

important concept in HCD and the reason behind this is to ensure that TUI has easy 
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elements to access, use and to anticipate what users need. The proposed app will be 

designed to have the following input elements: (Usability, 2015) 

• Toggles allow users to update the status of their events as successful “green 

sign” or unsuccessful “red sign”. It is used to change a setting between “on/off” 

for the reminders. For example, updating status of an event or checking the 

reminder as on or off to enable app to remind users of coming events.  

• Dropdown lists allow user to select one option from a set. For instance, an 

appointment could be with a prof or outside the school or the type of a project 

as individual or group.  

• Date and time pickers allow users to choose a date of an event. With each event 

in the app, there is a mandatory option for date. Users must select a date of an 

event.  

• Text fields allow users to input text values as single or multiple lines. Users can 

enter any additional information of their events.  

• Buttons allow users to choose what they need to perform. Buttons can be 

labeled as using texts or familiar icons. In the proposed app, there are buttons 

indicating for action such as assigns, exams, or others.   
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Work Flow 

This section shows the overall usage of the application. The repeated pattern 

between the user and the application is designed based on three purposes (remind, 

check, and reward).  

 

 
Figure 17 Work Flow 
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specifically a system sequence diagram below is performed to illustrate the 

interaction between the application and the user.  

Figure 18 System Sequence Diagram  (Fowler, 1999) 
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Having both a workflow of the application and a system sequence diagram allows us 

to prototype the application using JustInMind tool. Functional specifications define 

the detailed functions that a system must perform. 

(Microsoft, 2008) 

Below are the main functions of the application with a screenshot of each interface.  

- Registration screen 

o This screen shows what information needed to be entered to 

 Enable users for creating a personal profile. A user must sign up 

 

Figure 19 Sign up Registration 
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- Login screen 

o A user needs to login in order to access and navigate through the 

application 

§ If username and password are correct, a user should 

 be taken to the main screen                      

§ If either username or password is wrong, app shows  

an error message and asks the user to try again  

 

Figure 20 Wrong Accesses to Sign in 

- Main screen 
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o This screen shows user’s picture, name, and five main  

features (academic, calendar, contacts, relaxation and performance)  

§ App allows user to navigate through main features 

 (Academic, calendar, contacts, profile & settings 

, sign out, and performance) 

 

Figure 21 Main Interface 

- Academic screen 

o Contains of three most important academic factors to students 

(assignment, project, and exam) 
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§ App displays and allows users to select any of the three 

important academic factors to add (assignments,  

projects, or exams)   

o Assignment screen 

§ Users need to add course name, due date  

  and probably any additional information 

§ App enables users to save the entered data 

o Project screen 

§ Users need to add course name, due date, 

   scale and type of a project 

§ App enables users to save the entered data 

o Exam screen 

§ Users need to add course name, and  

  due date 

§ App enables users to save the entered data 
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Figure 22 Interface of Academic Requirements 

- Calendar screen 

o This screen displays the desired date and time, and shows all the 

saved information in a table 

§ App reminds users about their coming events, and  

checks with the users after each event 

§ Reminder should be done in a funny way 

§ Checker is a way to verify their performance 
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Figure 23 Schedules and Calendar 

- Performance screen 

o This screen displays user performance based on their provided 

feedback. When app checks with users, it will ask how they did?  

§ App enables users to tap on play button to read and  

watch the inspirational and motivational messages 
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Figure 24 Negative and Positive Performance 

Once we have completed the prototype of the application, we had to include iterative 

testing.  

 

Third Stage 
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What is usability testing? 

The official ISO 9241-11 defines usability as: “the extent to which a product can be 

used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and 

satisfaction in a specified context of use” (Usability, 2017) Figure 25.  

 

Figure 25 User Experience Design 

Hence, usability testing refers to the testing, which carried out to determine whether 

a product is easy to use (Experience UX, 2017), (Usability, 2017). In usability 

testing, real users or end-users perspective is used to determine the easiness of use 
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(Experience UX, 2017). In other words, usability tests give the users the opportunity 

to review a product after using that (Software Testing, 2017).  

Goals of usability testing 

• Identification of existing usability problems  

• Determining the user satisfaction 

• Identify user recommendations for the improvement of the product 

• Design the new product without errors and in a way that it meets the needs of its 

users.  (Rubin, Chisnell, Spool, 2011) 

What is actually tested using usability testing?  

Learnability : At the first encounter, how easy it was for users to complete basic 

tasks?  

Efficiency : How quickly an experienced user can get done something? 

Memorability: Do the users who returned to use the product after a long time 

without using the product; have to learn from the beginning or all over again to use 

that product.    

Errors: What are the errors user had to face frequently, the severity of those errors 

and can those errors be recovered?  

Satisfaction: Is the user satisfied with the product?  (Nelson, 2012) 
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Importance of usability testing 

For the survival of any product, usability is a necessary condition. If a product is not 

easy to use people or the users will not use it. For example, suppose an Android 

gaming app, which the game enables the player to play a role of a soldier who fights 

against the terrorists. Suppose the players have the ability choose the various type of 

guns and at level 2 at a certain stage, players can’t fire a single bullet at the terrorists 

and every player who reaches that position get killed due to that. The players will 

stop playing the game, due to the fact that it’s not their fault, which made them fail, 

and it’s the errors of the application made them fail. Disappointment about the 

application guides users to disliking them. Leaving is the first line of options users 

has because there are plenty of firing games that they can easily use without a 

problem and enjoy playing them.  

Sometimes usability is a matter of productivity. Suppose a website that can buy 

products similar to Amazon and eBay. Also, suppose few users registered on that 

website and they expected to buy books and they can’t easily search the book they 

and need to follow an especial search filtering process to find that book. The waste 

of the valuable time of the user is a matter of productivity. Hence the usability has 

much importance: 

• Usability testing give the opportunity to launch improved and faster products 

without wasting too much of resources. 
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• Helps the producers to understand the way there product used by the users 

• A modified usability test can use for covering various types of other testing for 

instance system integration testing, unit testing and functional testing.  

• Usability testings’ are very economical, highly effective and beneficial. 

• Usability testing allows the producers to identify identified errors of their 

products and possible problems that users have to deal with before the product is 

released for the market. (Q, 2017) 

Usability of the current application 

The SUS scale used in this usability test has two main dimensions. Which are 

learnability and usability. Question 4 and 10 represent the learnability dimension and 

other 8 questions represent the overall usability (James, Lewis, Sauro, 2009). Hence 

the results of the current application are represented as bellow.   

Learnability 

As mentioned above question 4 and 10 was used to measure the learnability. The 

results indicated that majority of the respondents were positive about the learnability. 

More than 70% of the respondents stayed were either strongly disagreed or disagreed 

when they were asked about the technical support and the prior knowledge required 

working with the software. Which indicated that majority of the respondents thinks 

that this application is very easy to use.     
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Overall Usability 

More than 86% of the users either strongly agreed or agreed with the fact that they 

would use this frequently. While 76.47% of the users thought that this application is 

not unnecessarily complex or treated the application as a simple one. More than 88% 

of the users thought that application functions are very well integrated. 82.35% 

thought that people would learn this application very quickly. More than 87% of the 

respondent felt confident to use this application. Hence users had a positive idea 

about the usability. 

However, less than 60% of the users thought that this application had no too much 

inconsistency. Which is an indication of the fact that reasonable percentage of the 

feeling of inconsistency about the application. Also, less than 50% of the users had 

some sort of a disagreement with the fact that this application is very cumbersome or 

awkward to use. Hence the application might need consistency and need to remove 

the awkwardness users feel when they use the application. 

Graphical user interface of the Application 

More than 75% of the users thought that texts as readable and more than 82% of the 

users had some sort of an agreement with the fact that sequence of the screen is 

helpful. However, less than 65% of the users strongly agreed or agreed with the fact 

that colors are useful and size of the buttons is good. Also, more than 23% had some 
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sort of a disagreement with statement color is useful. These statistics indicated that 

application needs color improvement and button size Improvements.  

Errors  

When considering the errors respondent were in a common ground. Majority of them 

had identified the same error, which is the time and date function error. Due to that, 

some users made some suggestion to avoid that error.  

Suggestions 

• I think it would be better if it shows the dates in the colander for the whole 

month  

• The application would be easier by making the updates from the colander (delete 

or remove an assignment) 

DATA ANALYSIS 

Usability Test 

The purpose of the usability testing is to ensure validity of the application and move 

forward to the implementation. It consists of three parts; system usability scale 

(SUS), interfaces and main features of application. SUS questions are used to test 

and measure the reliability and usability of a product “Application”. Also, we 

wanted to ensure that the interfaces and main features of the application are valid 
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before we move on. Therefore, we designed questions that ask participants to rate 

and give their opinions on some statements. Sequence of the screens, size of the 

button, size of the text and the colour are the statements for the graphical user 

interface “GUI”. The main features questions of the application include the reminder 

of the academic events and checking each event after its complete are the statements. 

The usability testing starts with a demo, which is a set of tasks given to participants 

and asked to follow them carefully. Participants have the application “prototype” on 

a real phone and guided to do perform the tasks. The approximate average time of 

completing this test was 15 minutes. Below is the analysis of the given survey: 

Q1. To the best of my knowledge, I followed the instructions given by 

the instructor.  

All seventeen respondents who responded to the usability survey agreed to the fact 

that they have followed the instruction given by the instructor. Which means that all 

of them believe that they have managed to follow all the guidelines given by the 

instructor.  
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Figure 26 Instructions Given Clear 

Q2. What is your classification in college? 

The majority (82.35%) of the students who participated in the survey were college 

freshmen. Others were graduates (17.65%). A noticeable fact in here is that none of 

the respondents was in the senior, junior or sophomore classifications.  
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Figure 27 Classifications in College 

Q3. Please give your opinion on the following statements: 

1.  I think I would like to use this application frequently 

Respondents had a positive idea about the frequent use of this application. As the 

lower weighted average (1.47) indicated, the majority strongly agreed (64.71%) or 

agreed (23.53) to the fact that they like to use this application frequently. 11.76% 

opted to stay at a neutral level when it comes to the frequent use of this application. 
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Noticeably none of the respondents did not disagree or strongly disagreed to the 

likability of frequent use of this application.   

2.  I found the application unnecessarily complex. 

Respondents had mix feelings about the complexity of the application. As the 

weighted average score (2.94) indicated, 41.7% disagreed with the fact that 

application was unnecessarily complex or they believed that application was not 

unnecessarily complex. However total percentage of 35.29% (Strongly agree = 11.76 

+ agree = 23.53) agreed in some way (strongly agree or disagree). Which is an 

indication of the fact that, 1 out of every 3 users believes that this application is 

unnecessarily complex.  

3.  I thought the application was easy to use. 

More than half of the users (58.82%) either strongly agreed (23.53%) or agreed 

(35.29%) for the fact that this application was easy to use. Also, a considerable 

percentage (11.76%) of the users disagreed with the fact that this application was 

easy to use. 29.41% of users were undecided about the usability of the application.  

4.  I think that I would need the support of a technical person to be 

able to use this application. 

1 out of every ten users (11.76%) thought that they need the support of a technical 

person to be able to use this application. While majority 76.47% (disagree = 47.06% 

+ strongly disagree = 29.41%) believed that they do not need any technical support.  
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5.  I found the various functions in this application were well 

integrated. 

88.24% (strongly agree = 23.53%, agree = 64.71%) thought that various functions in 

this application were well integrated. None of the users considered the application as 

not well integrated. However, 11.76 percent was undecided about the integration of 

functions.  

6.  I thought there was too much inconsistency in this application. 

47.06% and 11.76% respectively disagreed and strongly disagreed with the fact that 

the application had too much inconsistency. Also, 17.65% believed that the 

application had too much inconsistency. Almost quarter (23.53%) of the users were 

undecided about the inconsistency of the application.  

7.  I would imagine that most people would learn to use this 

application very quickly. 

82.35% (strongly agree = 52.94% + agree = 29.41%) thought that most people 

would learn this application very quickly while 17.65% disagreed with that.  

8.  I found the application very cumbersome to use. 

11.75% and 29.41% of the users respectively strongly agreed and agreed to the fact 

that application was cumbersome or awkward to use. However majority thought that 

it’s not cumbersome (disagree = 41.18%, strongly disagree = 5.88%). While 11.78% 

opted to stay at a neutral level.  
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9.  I felt  very confident using the application.   

Users were very confident using the application, which is why 35.29% and 52.94% 

respectively strongly agreed and agreed to the fact that they felt confident using the 

application. None of the respondents did not disagree with the opinion.  

10.  I needed to learn a lot of things before I could get going with 

this application. 

 70.57% (disagree = 52.94% + strongly disagree = 17.65%) users were either 

disagreed or strongly disagreed with the above statement. Which means the majority 

believed that developing a certain skill set for using this application fluently was not 

necessary. Although 11.76% and 5.88% respectively strongly agreed and agreed 

with the above statement, indicating that there is a considerable percentage, who 

thinks developing a certain skill set as a necessity. 
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Figure 28 Opinions about the Application 

Q4. How would you rate the following statements? 

1.  Sequence of screens is helpful  

47.06% and 35.29% respectively strongly agreed and agreed with the fact that 

sequence of the screens is helpful. Which means, the vast majority (82.35%) of the 

users thought that sequence of screens is helpful. However, 11.76% was undecided 

and 5.88% was strongly disagreed.  
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2.  Size of buttons is good 

Total percentage of 58.83% of the users either strongly agreed or agreed with the 

above statement. Indicating that more than half of the users were satisfied with the 

size of the buttons used in the application. Though 23.53% of the users were 

undecided about the size of the buttons. Also, 11.76% and 5.88% respectively 

disagreed and agreed with this statement. Which means that more than 15% of the 

respondents thought that the size of the buttons used in this application as not good.  

3.  Text is readable 

Only 5.88% thought that text is not readable. From the rest of the users 23.53% and 

52.94% respectively strongly agreed and agreed with the statement. 17.65% was 

unable to either decide whether to agree with the statement or disagree with it.   

4.  Colour is useful  

64.71% (23.53% + 41.18%) of the users had an opinion which agrees with the above 

statement or they thought that colour in this application is useful. While 23.53% had 

an opinion, which does not agree with the above statement. Which means 1 out of 

every 4 users didn’t think that the colour is useful.  
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Figure 29 Opinions about the GUI 

Q5. How useful are the following features? 

An equal percentage (53.94%) of the users considered scheduling feature and the 

reward feature as very useful. However, 41.18% of the user's considered reward 

feature as useful, which is more than the percentage of users who thought scheduling 

feature was useful (29.41). Noticeably 5.88% of the users thought that scheduling 

feature was not useful.  
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Figure 30 Schedule and Reward Features 

Q6. What do you think about the application? 

Generally, the respondents had a positive idea about the application which is why 

most of the respondents thought that this application was useful, helpful and a good 

one and easy to use and a great one. Some of the respondents identified few errors 

and presented some suggestions for the development of this application. Following 

are those errors and suggestions 
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Errors 

1. Time and date function errors 

Suggestions 

1. I think it would be better if it shows the dates in the colander for the whole 

month  

2. The colours of the application should more bright 

3. I would strongly suggest increasing the button size 

4. However, we did not need to click on the arrow to go the page we want.  

5. The main menu should be on the front page, and the application should notify 

you of your coming assignments 

6. The application would be easier by making the updates from the colander 

(delete or remove an assignment) 

Conclusions / Recommendations 

Learnability and the overall usability of the application were at a very good level. 

Very well integrated functions, feeling confident when using the application, 

simplicity, and easiness to learn and agreeing to use the application frequently were 

the most positive features, which perceived by the users. Though the majority of the 

respondents thought that the application is constant and not cumbersome 

considerably high percentage of the users though is inconsistent and feel 
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cumbersome when using the application. Hence consistency should be improved and 

cumbersomeness should be removed.  

Readability of the texts and helpful screen sequence were the highlighting feature, 

which appreciated by the vast majority of the users. Though the color of the 

application and the button sizes need to be improved since considerable percentage 

dislikes them.  

Conclusion 

In conclusion, there were few underlining factors, which cause stress. Considering 

the academic stress, understandable materials, lower exam grades and not excellent 

exams were the main causes of stress. Regular sleeping issues and the increase of 

sleeping issues when the finals began were the main consequences of social stress. 

Considering the personal/family stress, low self-esteem, struggling to meet the 

financial situation, friends, missing lectures, more credits and part-time jobs were 

identified as the main causes of personal/family stress. Talking with someone they 

trust, spending some time alone and listening to music were the most preferred stress 

relief options taken by the students.  

Based on the observation of the survey, social support and time management were 

proposed as the smartphone features for stress relief. And the final prototype 

application was tested for its usability. When considering the usability test results, 
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learnability and the overall usability of the application were at a very good level. 

Feeling confident when using the application, simplicity, very well integrated 

functions, and easiness to learn and agreeing to use the application frequently were 

the most positive features of the prototype application, which is perceived by the 

users. Though the majority of the respondents thought that the application is constant 

and not cumbersome, considerably high percentage of the users thought that it’s 

inconsistent and feel cumbersome when using the application. Readability of the 

texts and helpful screen sequence were the highlighting features, which appreciated 

by the vast majority of the users. Though, the color of the application and the button 

sizes were disliked by a considerable percentage of students.  
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Chapter 5 

Implementation: Introduction 

This chapter mainly focuses on the technical details of the application. As 

identified in the earlier chapters, based on the second survey, two main smartphone 

features were proposed and the proposed application was prototyped using the tool 

Justinmind. After prototyping the application the usability of the application was 

tested using a usability test. As indicated by the usability test, users perceive the 

prototype application positively. Feeling confident when using the application, 

simplicity, very well integrated functions, and easiness to learn and agreeing to use 

the application frequently were the most positive features of the prototype 

application, which was perceived by the users.  

Also, the majority of the respondents thought that the application is constant and 

not cumbersome. From the first survey, it was discerned that majority of the 

students used apple phones. It directed us to build the application on iOS platform. 

To build an iOS application requires two tools, and they are Xcode and Swift 

language where Xcode is an integrated development environment (IDE), which 
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provided by the Apple and Swift is the programming language. Therefore, in this 

chapter basic structure of the iOS applications, the business model of the 

application, program used to create the interface in swift are explained in details.  

X-code and Swift  

This chapter discusses and shows mainly the technical details of the application. 

The real application is performed in this chapter. It includes programming and 

testing of the application. We reach this stage because we have completed the 

previous tasks. If we did not, we would not come this far. The application is 

provided with a functional flow work and system sequence diagrams, which are 

ways to sketch and design the application. Also, we were able to show the detailed 

functionality; so later we have a base foundation for the app development.  

The usability testing is performed in the previous chapter, which gave us a 

constructive criticism on how users (students) navigate through the app. The 

majority of participants think that the application is constant. Also, they feel that 

the features (reminding, checking and checking) can help to decrease stress in 

student life. On the findings of the first survey we have conducted, the majority of 

students own apple phones, which is a clear indicator to develop the application on 

iOS platform. Building iOS apps require two basic things (X-code and Swift 
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Language). X-code is defined as “the development environment where a 

programmer writes codes”. Swift is the programming language (Apple, 2018) 

The Anatomy of iOS applications  

iOS application mostly has three main components (View, Controller and Model). 

Figure 31  

• View: a user can see and interacts with the interface.  

• Controller: manages the view. 

• Model: manages the data. (Ching, 2017) 
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Figure 31 Connections of View, Controller and Model 

An example of the above figure would be a user could command something such as 

accessing contact info from his/her phone where he/she clicks something on the 

view. The controller takes the requirement and passes it to the model and brings it 

back to the user.  
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Creating interfaces (Business Model of App) 

Having an actual design and a simulated prototype of the application helps us to 

create interfaces on x-code easily. Also, this helps us to move forward and not 

waste our time on learning how or what to create an interface. It is very simple to 

create interfaces using swift. Actually it is the same as dragging and dropping 

objects on the workspace and workplace here means a room in x-code where 

objects can be dropped. The overall interfaces of the application is shown in Figure 

32 
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Figure 32 Functional Flow-work 

The first interface of the app is a registration form that a user must perform in order 

to access the application. Once the user completes the registration and signs in, a 

list of main functions will be appeared such as Calendar, Academics, relaxation, 

performance, settings, and sign out). Without providing the academic details from 

the users, the application is not helpful. Academic information is important and 
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must be provided by the users including assignments, projects and exams. In this 

case, the application will perform three main functions. It will remind the user of 

the upcoming events, it will check with them on each event and it will reward them 

with inspirational messages to increase their motivation level. Calendar function 

allows users to view the academic events on a specific date. Performance function 

shows the users the performance in college as positive or negative.  

A played button is provided in the same interface that displays random and positive 

inspirational messages. When students are stressed out, the application provides a 

relaxation function that contains some ways of pushing the stress away. Listening 

to jokes, doing yoga, walking and listening to stress relief music are the available 

ones in the relaxation function. Contact function enables users to add his/her 

professor contact information and closest friend. The application will notify the 

user’s closest friend only if the user performance is low.   

How is database designed? 

1. For local database we can use CORE DATA in iOS application. 

CoreData is default database storage of iOS. To create CoreData: Options 

are available when we creating a application project with xcode (ios 

development tool) a checkbox option comes for core data creation, check 

this option and database file will automatically created. 
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Figure 33 Database Design 

2. CoreData contains of four Entities  

            a) Assignment  

            b) Exam 

            c) Project 

            d) Contact 

All these are CoreData entities. (Tables in core data is called Entities) 
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a) Assignment Entity : Assignment entity contains of 8 Attributes 
(column name are called Attributes in coredata)  

AttributeName DataType 

           1. assignmentID (auto increment Int) 

            2. courseName  (string) 

            3. lectureName (string)   

4. timeItTakes  (Int) 

5. dateDeadLine (Date) 

6. notes  (string) 

7. rateUs  (string) 

8. updateFlag  (boolean) 

b) Exam Entity : Exam entity contains 8 Attributes 

AttributeName DataType 

            1. examID             (auto increment Int) 

            2. courseName  (string) 

            3. lectureName (string)  

4. notes  (string) 

 5. timeItTakes  (Int) 

6. dateDeadLine (Date) 

7. rateUs  (string) 

8. updateFlag  (boolean)     

c) Project Entity : Project entity contains 7 Attributes 

AttributeName DataType 
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         1. projectID             (auto increment Int) 

            2. courseName  (string) 

3. notes  (string) 

 4. timeItTakes  (Int) 

5. dateDeadLine (Date) 

6. rateUs  (string) 

7. updateFlag  (boolean) 

d) Contact Entity : Contact entity contains 3 Attributes 

AttributeName DataType 

            1. phone             (string) 

            2. Email  (string) 

3. fullName  (string) 

How to create an interface in swift 

Each interface contains some sort of objects and icons that indicate or show how 

the user interacts with a system. Interface elements are different in terms of 

functionality. The elements are described in details in chapter four. For instance, 

input control allows users to select one of the given choices. Navigational 

component enables users to navigate through the system. Information component 

shows notification to the users (Affairs, 2013). Below are some examples of how 

each interface is created and from what each interface contained using swift codes.  
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Figure 34 Login Screen is using total 4 UI elements  

UIView: will used for black line left of login button and line right of Signup 

UIImageView: will used for background image.(Back image with hand and 
pencil) 

UILabel: will used for Stress relief, Manage it well, Do’t have an account yet? 
And SignUp. 

UITextField: will used for take input of Username and Password from user. 

UIButton: will used as Login to validate the user input data (username & 
password) and for SignUp to navigate to register page. 

 

Figure 34 Sign in Interface 

Figure 35 Register screen is using a total of four UI elements. 
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UIView: will use for top red stripe and line below the Login Details label and 
other separations in the screen  

UILabel: will used for User Registration, Login Details, User Name *, Password 
*, Re-enter Password *, First Name *, Last Name *, Email *, Phone Number *, I 
am NOT a new user. 

UITextField: will used to take input of username, password, re-enter-password, 
first name, last name, email, phone number from user. 

UIButton: will used as Register button to create account of user with provided 
details and used as Log In to move to login screen if user has already account. 

 

Figure 35 Registration Form 

Figure 36 Home screen is using a total of five UI elements. 

UIView: will used for top and bottom red stripes  

UIButton: will used for three lines Button at top left corner. 
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UIImageView: will used for user profile picture with rounded corners (image 
with dummy person) 

UITableView: will used to show menu options like Calendar, Academic, 
Contacts, Performance, Settings, Sign Out and etc. UITableView has red 
background 

UILabel: will used for Name of user below the Profile picture of user. 

 

Figure 36 Main interface 

Figure 37 contains Calendar Screen is using a total of three UI elements. 

UIView: will used for top and bottom stripe with red background and black line 
left of GO button. 

UIButton:  

1. will used for Home icon or button for move to home screen.  
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2. Date like 11/21/2017 to pick a date from date picker. 

3. GO, for move to next step. 

UILabel: is used for Select Date label. 

 

Figure 37 Calendar Interface 

Figure 38 demonstrates how to add an assignment. Add Assignment screen is using 
total 5 UI elements 

UIView: will used for top and bottom stripes with red background, and for black 
line below the Add a new Assignment label. 

UIButton:  

1. will used with home icon to move to Home Screen. 

2. For time 01:32 PM, on click of time time picker will open and user can select the 
time from picker 
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3. For back arrow at top left corner. On click of it user is navigate to previous 
screen. 

4. For Date like 11/21/2017, onclick datepicker will open and user can select from 
it.  

5. For Add to Calendar with green background, onclick data is inserted to 
assignment entity of core data. 

6. For Canel with red background, onclick all detailed will cancelled. 

UILabel: is used for heading Add a new Assignment, Assignment ID, Course 
Name, Lecture Name, Time it Takes, Details / Notes, Date of Deadline. 

UITextView: is used for Notes Box. 

UITextField: is used for ID, Course Name, Lecture Name. 

 

Figure 38 Adding an Assignment 
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Figure 39 Edit project screen is using total 5 UI elements. 

UIView: will used for top and bottom stripes with red background, and for line 
below the Edit a Project label.  

UIButton:  

1. will used for Home Icon at top right corner. 

2. drop down arrow icon with black background  

3. For Update Calendar button with blue background 

4. For Cancel with red background. 

5. For Submission date eg. 11/21/2017 with white   background. Onclick datepicker 
will open’s.  

6. For back arrow at top left corner 

UITextField: will used for to take input of Select ID and Course Name. 

UITextView: will used for take input of Notes.  

UILabel:  

1. Will used for Edit a Project header 

2. For Select ID, Course Name, Details / Notes and Submission Deadline labels 
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Figure 39 Editing a Project 

Figure 40 Delete exam screen is using total 5 UI elements 

UIView: will used for top and bottom stripes with red background, and for line 
below the Delete an Exam label.  

UIButton:  

1. will used for Home Icon at top right corner. 

2. drop down arrow icon with black background  

3. For Delete button with red background 

4. For Cancel with red background. 

5. For Submission date eg. 11/21/2017 with white background. Onclick datepicker 
will open’s.  
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6. For back arrow at top left corner 

UITextField: will used for to take input of Select ID, Course Name and Lecture 
Name. 

UITextView: will used for take input of Notes.  

UILabel:  

1. Will used for Edit a Project header 

2. For Select ID, Course Name, Lecture Name, Details / Notes and Submission 
Deadline labels 

 

Figure 40 Deleting an Exam 

Figure 41 All Contacts Screen is using total 4 UI elements 

UIView: will used for top and bottom stripes with red background 
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UIButton:  

1. will used for Home Icon at top right corner. 

2. For Plus button with black background and rounded corner. 

3. For Minus button with black background and rounded corner. 

UILabel: will used for All Contacts header label. 

UISearchBar: will used for view below the All contacts label. This ios default 
Search Bar view 

UITableView: will used for List displayed below the search bar, this a section 
vise tableview with sections and rows. 

 

Figure 41 Contact Interfaces 

Figure 41 Result Screen is using total 4 UI elements 
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UIButton:  

1. will used for Home Icon at top right corner. 

2. drop down arrow icon with black background, right of Assignment label 

3. drop down arrow icon with black background, right of 11/21/2017 label 

4. For Play with gray background.  

UIView: will used for top and bottom red stripes and for all back broad line which 
are displaying on the screen eg. line above & separation b/w the Assignment and 
11/21/2017  

UILabel: will used for Assignment and 11/21/2017 date. 

 

Figure 42 Performance Interface 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, iOS applications have three main components namely view, 

controller and model. View helps the user to see and interacts with the interface, 

the controller manages the view and model manages the data. Interaction of these 

three components makes the process of the application a possibility. Considering 

the interface of the application created using swift and x-code, the first interface is 

the registration form. Without registration, users are unable to access the 

application and use it. After registration, a user has the ability access main 

functions such as Calendar, Academics, relaxation, performance, settings, and sign 

out.  

To get the best out of this application providing academic information (i.e. 

assignments, projects and exams) of the user is a necessity. By providing academic 

information, users would get many benefits such as remind the user of the 

upcoming events, calendar function allows users to view the academic events on a 

specific date, performance function shows the users the performance in college as 

positive or negative, displaying inspirational messages, helping the user, who is 

stressed by providing a relaxation function that pushes the user’s stress away. 

Monitoring the user performance and notify the user, if performance is lower than 

the expected level.     
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Chapter 6 

Evaluation and Future Work: Introduction 

This Chapter elaborates the objectives and methods used to evaluate the application 

as well as the analysis of the survey results. Considering the objectives of this 

study, understanding the causes of students’ stress, developing a smartphone 

application as a solution for stressed students, involving users in all HCD life cycle, 

measuring and evaluating if our application helps students to manage/relief their 

stress were the main objectives of this study. 

Using two main methods namely the diary and usability method did the Evaluation 

of the smartphone application. Former or the diary method refers to a method based 

on self-reported records. Using this evaluation method, users diaries were studied 

in order to extract information regarding the application they used and its ability to 

reduce the stress. The diary survey was measured using a questionnaire-based 

survey. The survey consisted of four parts: number of users, usefulness, efficiency 

and assessment of features. The sample used for the diary survey consisted of fifty 

participants (n = 50). Collected data were analyzed using simple descriptive 
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methods such as frequencies, tables and figures. MS Excel was employed for the 

statistical analysis and data visualizations.  A usability testing is performed to test 

and evaluate consistency of the application. 11 Experts from HCD and Computer 

Science have participated in the testing and the findings were almost similar to the 

findings found in chapter 4.  

Methodologies and Objectives: 

Two methodologies were used to evaluate the application: Diaries and Usability 

method. Diaries are self-reported records which repetitively used to capture the life 

in the way which it’s lived by a person over a time period. In a diary, author’s 

thoughts, experiences, observations as well as internal and external events are 

recorded and it provides records about ever-changing presents (Allport, 1942). 

Usability method has been explained in details in chapter 4, however the same test 

is performed with the same survey to ensure consistency.  

As Allport (1942) claims, all psychological knowledge begins with the “particulars 

of life”, due to that “Psychology needs to concern itself with life as it is lived, with 

significant total-processes of the sort revealed in consecutive and complete life 

documents”. Diary is a method, which used in research answering, above call of 

Allport. In simpler words. These methods are an important tool for personality and 

social psychologists. Many studies such as Bystrom & Jarvelin, (1995), Julien & 
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Michels, (2004), McKechnie, (2000), Rieh, (2004) repeatedly used diaries to 

examine ongoing experiences since it offers the opportunity to study social 

processes, psychological processes as well as physiological processes.    

One of the fundamental benefits of diary method is that it captures the phenomena, 

events or experiences in their natural setting, which indeed lead to more natural 

data (Bolger et el. 2003). Capturing events soon as an event happened or occurred 

is one the greatest strengths of diary methods (Sheble, Wildemuth, 2009). The 

objectives of this entire research are presented below: 

• To understand the causes of stress that FIT students face.  

• To develop a smartphone application as a solution for stressed students.  

• To involve users in all HCD life cycle.  

• To measure and evaluate if our application helps students manage/relief their 

stress.  

Data Analysis  

It is really difficult to observe and evaluate user’s reaction immediately. More 

specifically with mobile applications, in other words, it is hard to observe user’s 

behavior. We have divided this section into two sections “Dairy experiment and 
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Usability testing”. The usability testing has been performed in earlier chapter 

“chapter four” during the prototype design, however we feel it is important that we 

ensure consistency. (Bentley, Barrett, 2012) used dairy method as a structural way. 

First, they begin with an initial interview then gather data through voice recording 

or conducting an interview. Usually studies run for about two to four weeks.  

We have integrated Google Analytics tool into our application to monitor and trace 

the user performance of specific part of the application. Figure 43 shows the 

number of users “95” who installed the application. Also, 6 users use the 

application daily and 14 users use it weekley. Our dairy study ran for four weeks 

and users took the online survey at the end of each week. The purpose of the survey 

is to evaluate the efficiency and usefulness of the application. The survey questions 

were created based on the purpose of its evaulation. The survey consists of four 

parts: number of usage, usefulness, efficiency and assessment of features.   
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Figure 43 Active Users 

 

Diary Method Results   

Q1 Have you used the application? 

From the sample of 63 participants, 79% (n = 50) used the application and 20% (n 

= 13) did not use the application.  
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Figure 44 Number of User 

Q2 How many weeks? 

68.43% (n = 31), which means 6 out of 10 application users used the application for 

one week and 31.55% (n = 14) used the application for two weeks. About 45 

participants used the application between three and four weeks. 

Q3 How many days per week? 

The vast majority used the application every other day (64.91%, n = 37). However, 

3 out of every 10 users used the application daily (35.09%, n = 20).  
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Q4 How useful is the following feature? 

Users did not perceive any feature from the calendar, academics, contacts, 

performance and relaxation as not useful. However, more than 70% of the 

respondents thought calendar (extremely useful = 35%, very useful = 38.33%), 

academic (extremely useful = 24.59%, very useful = 49.18%, 24.59% slightly 

useful), contacts (extremely useful = 29.51%, very useful = 44.26%, 24.59% 

slightly useful) and performance (extremely useful = 35 %, very useful = 43.33%, 

20% slightly useful). Relaxation app had a higher percentage of users who thought 

the feature was somewhat useful (33.33%). Less than three percent of the users 

thought that calendar, academics, contacts, performance and relaxation features as 

slightly useful.  
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Figure 45 Usefulness of Feature 

Q5 How efficient is these functions? 

Considering the features, user performance and relaxation were the two functions 

that stand out from the rest of the functions. Which is why more than 70% of the 

users thought that user performance (extremely useful = 35%, very useful = 

41.67%) and relaxation feature (extremely useful = 37.70%, very useful = 42.62%) 

as extremely useful and very useful. Considering the rest of the features, more than 

60% of the users thought those features as extremely useful or very useful. Only 

two features namely some users considered user performance and checking of 
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events as not useful, yet that some users account for less than 3% of all the users. 

Hence, all the features can be considered as useful for the users.  

 

Figure 46 Efficiency of Feature 

Q6 please, give your opinion on the following statements? 

2 out of every 3 users strongly agreed (35.15%) or agreed (39.34%) with the 

statements “Listening to jokes provided in the app makes me laugh”, “Walking 

activities provided in the app overcome stress” and “Yoga activities provided in the 

app reduces stress”. However, about 16 users stayed at a neutral when they asked 
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about the four statements. Less than 5% of the users had some sort of a 

disagreement with those statements. This statics clearly indicate that application 

has the ability to reduce the stress of the users.  

Q7 Please rate the following statements: 

Approximately 81% (Strongly agree = 34.43% + Agree = 40.98%) of the users 

found that checking their performance increase the awareness of their selves. 

Approximately 80% of the users found that rating each event (Strongly agree = 

44.26% + Agree = 36.07%) as helpful. 2 out of every 3 users found that reminding 

of academic events (Assignments, Projects, Exams) useful (Strongly agree = 

34.43% + Agree = 40.98%). More than 60% of the users found that displayed 

messages as motivating (Strongly agree = 27.08% + Agree = 37.5%). However, 

about 30% of participants stayed neutral about each statement. Further, less than 

5% of the users strongly disagreed or disagreed with these statements.  
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Figure 47 Rating of Main Feature Statement 

Usability Test Results 

As mentioned above, usability testing is performed to evaluate consistency of the 

application. The same survey questions used to test and evaluate the prototype in 

chapter 4 are used again in this chapter to evaluate the real application. Also, the 

overall result of is almost similar to the previous result presented in chapter four. 11 

experts from HCD and CS have been participated in this survey. First Section  

represents various statements taken from SUS and asked participants to give their 
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opinion about each statement. When the respondents were asked about the usability 

of the application, following results were observed. As in figure 41, more than 90% 

of the respondents either agreed (54.55%) or strongly agreed (36.6%) with the fact 

that they felt confident when using the application. Not a single respondent 

disagreed with the above fact. 27.27% agreed with the fact that the application was 

cumbersome or difficult to use. However, 18.18% and 27.27% respectively 

disagreed and strongly disagreed with that. Which means only 45.45% of the 

respondents thought that the application is not cumbersome to use.  
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Figure 48 Opinions about the Application 

More than 90% of the respondents (Strongly agree = 54.55%, agree = 36.36%) 

thought that most people would learn to use this application quickly. None of them 

thought it wouldn’t learn by others quickly. The majority of the respondent 

disagreed (Strongly disagree = 27.27%, Disagree = 36.36%) with the fact that there 
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is too much inconsistency in the application. Although, 9.09% of them thought that 

there are too many inconsistencies.  

All the respondents thought that support of a technical person is not needed to use 

this application which is why all of them either disagreed (Disagree = 36.36%, 

Strongly disagree = 63.64%) or strongly disagreed with the fact that I think I would 

need the support of a technical person to be able to use this application.  More than 

80% of the respondents thought that application was easy to use. Less than 10% 

disagreed with that. 72.72% of the respondents (Disagree = 54.54%, Strongly 

disagree = 18.18%) thought that the application is not unnecessarily complex. 

Furthermore, more than 80% of the respondents (Strongly agree = 36.36%, Agree = 

45.45%) said that they would use this application frequently. 

Second Section  has statements that represent the graphical user interface of the 

application. The vast majority of the respondents thought that the color of the 

application is useful (Strongly agree = 27.27%, Agree = 54.55%), texts are readable 

(Strongly agree = 45.45%, Agree = 45.45%), size of buttons is good (Strongly 

agree = 54.55%, Agree = 36.36%) and sequence of screens is helpful (Strongly 

agree = 54.55%, Agree = 27.27%). However, 9.09% strongly disagreed with the 

fact that sequence of the screen is helpful as presented in figure 44. 
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Figure 49 Rating GUI 

Third Section  evaluates the main features in the application including scheduling 

and rewarding. The reward feature and scheduling feature were received highly by 

the users. More than 80% thought reward feature as very useful (54.55%) or useful 

(27.27%) while more than 90% of the respondents thought that the scheduling 
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feature was very useful (45.45%) or useful (45.45%). Noticeably, none of the 

respondents thought that, two features as not useful as shown in figure 45.   

 

Figure 50 Schedule, Reward Feature 
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Future Work 

Two ideas will be perfomred in the near future; 

• Calendar view needs to be updated. It is important to provide an overall 

picture of all events. In the current view as hown in figure 46, users need to 

select a spefic date to find out if they have any events or not. In other 

words, they need to search day by day. The updated view will show a 

picture of all days of the month indicatiting if they have any event. 
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Figure 51 Calendar View 

• Vioce recording function. This function will allow user to record how or 

what they feel toward specific events for future analysis. Also, it will enable 

us to analyze their immediate reaction on a certain  an event. For instance, 

in the current application, we give users a sclae of five to rate each event 

completed. Instead of this we will have them record their reaction to rate 

each event.  
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Conclusion 

Based on the findings of diary and usability method following conclusion 

were drawn. Diary findings revealed that the application could be considered as a 

beneficial app for the users. Due to its many qualities viz. simplicity, easiness to 

use, consistency and the fact that users can learn the application on their own, users 

were more likely to use the application as a stress reduction tool. As soon as the 

stress was relieved, users were likely to stop using the application, which is why 

most of the users used the application for a week and more. Hence, the app can be 

used as a short-term stress reduction tool. Features such as performance and 

relaxation can be considered as positive features, which help to combat physical 

and mental stress and promote wellbeing. Due to its ability to increase the 

awareness of the user in his or her self, performance feature was perceived highly 

by the users. 

Usability test results were quite similar to the prototype usability test results 

where the majority of the users felt confident in using the application. Also, the 

factors: simplicity, easiness to use, can learn alone or without the help of others, 

consistency, eye-catching graphical user interface and the user feedbacks received 

for the main features (scheduling and rewarding) indicated that the usability of this 

application is in a very good position.   
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